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Abstract :
Judging the tramslatiw and rotation behvocn the input
hgerprint and the template fingerprintis the prerequisite for
flngerprht matching, and the pis rather Ume
wosumip& In tbk paper, we propwe a new algorithm d
flndhg the trsoslation between two point sets and its
appliestion In fingerprint minutiae matching. w new
algorithm is based on the frequency statistif cbaraeter of (he
tramlation vector matrix of two point se$. and hrs Inst
pmrrssing speed and bdepemlem d the laeatlng acmncy of
reference points. This method is not only applicable in judging
two identical point sets, but also vatid in judging two point sets
with partlal overlapped regions By using this toehniqo+, we
achieve a fast speed in Bnding the bpnslation between two
matched minutiae sets, mucb foster Lhpn the bnditlonal
method.
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1. Intmdudon
Judging the translation between two fingerprints from
the same finger is the key problem in fingerprint matching,
and it is the main obstacle for speeding up the matching
process [l]. Although reference point is introduced to solve
this problem, it is not adequate because reference points
cannot always represent pncisely the same place in
different fmgerprints generated from the same finger.
First, we assume the rotation between the input
fingerprint and the template in the database is ranged from
- 6, to 6,.and the searching step is d e Second, for
each possible rotation angle, we rotate the input fingerprint
minutiae set in that angle and stole it in a buffer. Third, we
calculate the displacement between the template minutiae
set and each rotated input minutiae set by our fast algorithm.
Our algorithm will return a maximum frequency of the
displacement vector matrix that indicates the number of
matched minutiae, and the estimation of the displacement
between the template and the rotated minutiae set. Only
when these two fingerprints are matched and the rotation
angle is c o m t will the returned frequency be the max. By

.

using this information, we can judge the rotation and the
displacement simultaneously.
Some one may point out that reference point CM be
used to locate the fmgerprint and thus solve the shift
between matched fingerprints. It is all right when the
reference point is precise, but it is not always the case.
The reference point used in our fingerprint verification
system is the focus of the ridge of the fingerprint calculated
automatically by the computer. Though it is based on the
statistic feature of the ridge and is not sensitive to the
quality of the images, it does have some shift in different
images. Moreover, when used in fingerprint pairs with
insufficient common regions, the shift of reference points is
significant.
We gathered some fmgerprints by the CMOS sensor of
Veridicom Company. It has only a 1.5“
1.5cm sensor
area, thus we can obtain only partial of a fingerprint. We
call them “small fingerprints”. The different ridges in these
“small fingerprints” affect the position of the reference
points largely. By testing these fingerprint samples, we
found that reference points may shift in a range from 0 to
30 pixels(The scale of the fingerprint image is 300X
300pixels).
Even by using an optical fmgerprint scanner, which has
larger sensor area and cm obtain more complete fingerprint,
reference points may still shift due to distortion of the
ridges and rolling of the finger [2]. Therefore, we still have
to adjust the translation of two minutiae sets before
matching them.
In this paper, we present a new method of judging the
translation of two point sets. By comparing with the
[3][4], our method statistic the translation between two
point sets independent of the reference points. but the
generalized Hough Transform constructed it’s point sets
dependent on the reference points, and the locating
accuracy of reference point has no effect on our algorithm.
Experimental results are given to support our reasoning.

2. Judging the translation of two i d e a t i d point sets
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The so-called identical point sets means a group of
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point sets with the same number of points, the same pattern
and the same structure [5]. Fig.l(a) and Fig.l(b) show two
identical point sets A and B in picture A and picture B
respectively. Fig.l(c) is the overlapped picture of picture A
and B.

invented a new methd which is described below:
1) Define the Translation Vector MatrixD:D=

J
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N is the number of points in point set A and M is the
number of points in point set B. So D is an NXM vector
matrix. Its element Dii is the two-dimensional translation

.

vector of point Ai and Bj It is given as follows:
D[i , j] =Dv = I
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B, are the vectors of points Ai(xk,yu)
-

and Bj

(x~j.Y~j)
. 1, and I, are the unit vectors in x and y
directions.
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2) Define FreqMap as the statistic frequency map of

Figure 1. Alignment of Point Set A and B
From Fig.l(c), we can see clearly that point set A and
point set B has a translation of DX in the x-coordinate
direction and DY in the y-coordinate direction.
However, under the applicable condition of minutiae
matching, we won't know point set A and point set B are
matched before the matching process, nor do we know the
translation DX and DY. The traditional algorithm of
matching is given as follows:
for dx=-MAX-DX to MAX-DX
for dy=-MAX-DY to MAXDY
Count the matching score of point set A and
B adjusted the translation by dx and dy.
Record the max score and corresponding dx
and dy.
Endfor dy
Endfor dx
Output the max score and its corresponding dx and dy.
The MAX-DX and MAX-DY are the max searching
translation in x-coordinate and y-coordinate directions.
Totally different from the traditional algorithm, I

ma& D. The meaning of its element FreqMap[dx,dy]
is the tiquency of the vector D = hix d y i ,

-

+

occurring in D. For example, if Dl, = D2,
= b ,and
only these two vectors in ma& D are equal to 6 ,
then FreqMap[dx,dy]=Z. Actually, FreqMap is the
two dimensional histogram of the vector matrix D. The
scale of the FreqMap is determined by the minimum
value of dx and dy, which may be negative and the
maximum value of dx and dy. For example, if
MIN-DX and MIN-DY denote the minimum value of
dx and dy, and MAX-DX, MAX-DY denote their
maximum value respectively, then the scale of
FreqMap is
(MAX-DX-MIN_DX+l)(-MIN-DX+
1).
Absolutely, if the two point sets are totally in a frame with
dimension W X H just as point set A and B in Fig.l(c), then
a (ZW+l)X(2H+l) matrix must be large enough for the
FreqMap.

3) FreqMap can be calculated in the following way:
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(1)Set all the elements in FreqMap zero.
(1I)Calculate the translation vector matrix D from point
set A and B.
(1II)Scan the matrix D. For each
increase its

So from the reasoning above, we will get the
conclusion that if point set A and B are identical and have a
translation (DX,DY) between them, then the FreqMap will
achieve the peak value N at FreqMap[DX,DY].

corresponding FreqMap[dxg,dyijl by one.
(IV)After that, we will get a resulting FreqMap.

On the other hand, if point set A and B both have N
points, and FreqMapDX,DYl=N, then they are identical
and have a translation of (DX,DY). The proof is given
below:
Because FreqMap[DX,DY]=N, and from the
conclusion given by formula (9), we learn that for each A,,
there must be one and only one B, which satisfies
Bj - = 61.So all A, can find corresponding points in

4,

If point sets A and B are identical and each of them has
N points,the FreqMap has two attributes:
<1> The peak value of FreqMap[dx,dy] is N.
<2> If the translation between point set A and B is
(DX,DY), then FreqMappX,DY]=N.

4

In order to prove these propositions, I will give the
expression of FreqMap in a different form:

-

f ( ; i , B j )=

-

-

l........B, -A, = D

(7)

0........Bj -4 # D

b = dx. 1, +dy f,

-

point set B with a translation vector D1,which means
point set A and point set B are identical and have a
translation of (DX,DY) between them.
From the discussion above, we have proved that our
method is reliable for judging the translation of two
identical point sets. Following I will give an example of
using this method.

(8)

8

Here, for each absolute D , we can calculate its occurring
frequency in matrix D by formula (6).
First we will prove the attribute 4 2 :
Because no two points in the same point set will have
the same vector (otherwise they will be regarded as one
pint), we can see that for each
(k1.2 ,.._,
N), there is at

4

most one Bj(j=1,2 ....,N) to satisfy

B j - li, = D

,

(a)

SO

Point retA and B

@) 3-D graph of FreqMq

from formula (7) we can get that

so

So, from formula (6). we can get:

max(FreqMap[dx,dy])= N
Second, we will prove the attribute <2>:
Here we denote D1= DX
DY

f, +

(c) Gray $ C u l t map QfFrCqMap

f, . From

the meaning of point set translation, for each point A , there
is a correspondmg point B, which satisfies the equation that
- Bi - 4 = bl , and because there are N points in each set,
we will get FreqMappX,DY]=N definitely.

Figure 2. Visual display of FreqMap
Fig2 visually shows the FreqMap of two 15-point point
sets with a manslation of (2020). The pattern of the point
set is created randomly. The bright white spot in Fig.2(c) is
correspondent to the sharp peak in the Fig.2e). We can see
$at the coordinate of the spot is (20.20). which is the
translation of these two point sets.
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3. Judgip the translation of two partial overlapped
point sets
Considering the actual condition of minutiae matching,
we'should apply our method to the non-totally identical
point set matching. Because under most situations, two
matched minutiae sets may have an overlapped area and
also some different regions, how our method would work
determines its practical value. Luckily, it works well in this
situation. The reasons are given as follows:
First, FreqMap is the statistic f e a w of the translation
of two point sets. Its element FreqMap[dx,dy] records the
number of point pairs with translation (dx,dy). The
FreqMap[DX,DY] which has the peak value indicates that
the number of point pairs with translation (DX,DY) is the
max, thus it gives the estimation that these two point sets
have a translation of (DX,DY). It is an optimal estimation
based on the rule of making the number of matching point
pairs max.
Second, because the self-wrrelation of fingerprint
minutiae is little, the rule of optimal estimation (making the
number of matching point pairs max) is valid for most of
the time, especially when the number of minutiae in the
overlapped region is larger than that of minutiae in the
non-overlapped region.
Third, if our algorithm cannot correctly estimate the
translation of minutiae sets, nor can the traditional
algorithm. Our algorithm may fail only when the optimal
estimation rule becomes invalid due to smng
self-comelation of the minutiae set or insufficient points in
the overlapped region. In the fmt situation, the pattern of
the minutiae has periodicity. In the second, the common
area of this .two point sets is too small to support their
identity. Because the traditional algorithm is also based on
the optimal estimation rule to make as many points as
possible to match, it will also give the wrong answer.
However, the fmt situation is so rare that it may never
occur in a practical fingerprint minutiae set. The failure in
the second situation is practically acceptable because we
cannot affirm that they are the same if the two fingerprints
have only a very small common region. So our method can
be applied to practical fingerprint matching. Fig.3
demonstrates the result of applying our method in two point
sets with overlapped and different regions.
In Fig.3(a) and (b), we see point set A and B have an
overlapped region with 8 points. There are some other
points in each of them and point set B has a translation of
(20.20) from point set A. This pattern of point sets is quite
common in fingerprint matching.

(c) PDview dFrsqMap

(a) Gray scale n e w of PmqMsp

Figure 3. Result of applying in partial overlapped point
sets

The result of calculating the FreqMap is shown in Fig.3(c)
and (d). As we had expected, there is a peak value of 8 at
FreqMap[20,20], correctly indicating the translation of
these two point sets.
4.

Fast algorithm ofimplementing our method

Based on our innovative method, we contrived a fast
algorithm to judge the translation of minutiae sets. Let's
denote the template minutiae as MinuTEM[i] (kl,...,N),
and the input minutiae as MinuIN~](j=l,...,M).
First, MinuTEM[i] and MinuINrj] are sorted in an
order shown in Fig.l(a) and (b). The minutia with a smaller
label is placed on the top of those with larger label, or it is
on the left of them when they have the same y-coordinate.
Actually, this sorting of the template minutiae is done when
it was added into the fingerprint database, so we only need
to sort the input minutiae. Because for one i n p t & o h
set, we have to compare it with huge numbers of template
minutiae sets, the time spent in sorting is trivial compared
to thousands times of matching.
Furthermore, because the shift of the reference point
ranges form 0 to 30 pixels, the peak value of FreqMap must
occur at FreqMap[dx,dy] with -3O<dx<30 and -30<dy<
30. So we needn't calculate the FreqMap[dx,dy] when dx
or dy is not in this range. Practically, because of the plastic
distortion and noise, the estimation of translation need not
and cannot be as precise as I-pixel resolution. Plastic
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matching is used to resist the distortion. So we make ow
resolution of estimation 5 pixels. It is done by dividing the
actual (dx,dy) by a factor of 5 and using the integer part of
the result as the (dx,dy) used in FreqMap[dx,dy]. For
example, FreqMap[O,O] is correspondent to the number of
point pairs with translation of O<dx<4 and OCdyG4.
FreqMap[6,6] is correspondent to the number of point pairs
with translation of 30<dx<34 and 30<dy<34. Using
this technique, we can shrink the size of FreqMap from
(2*30+1)2=3721 to (2*6+1)’=169, but still can judge the
translation in the range of -3O<dx<30 and -3O<dv<30.

)MAX-DX.

MinulN[j I]

MinulN(j21
Figure 5. Meaning of Ef€ective Band
Then for the MinuINljls with j>Start-Idx, they are located
in the band or beneath the bottom side of the band which is
detected in the algorithm and breaks the loop of j. Using
this technique, the counting of FreqMap is done in the
effective band only for each MinuTEM[i]. Let’s fmd the
number of loops in calculating the FreqMap. Denote
E(MAX-DY) as the average number of MinuINs in the
effective band for all the MinuTEMs, then the average loop
times is:

J ., &
Ysr

A traditional algorithm with resolution of 5 pixels and
the ability of estimating a translation up to (30,30) needs to
loop [2*(30/5)+1]2=169times to test a specific group of dx
and dy. In each loop, it still has to loop M*N times or
E(MM-DY)*N times (when applying the “effective band”
technique) to count the matching score. It is clear that ow
algorithm is much faster than the traditional one.

5.

I

I

Figure 4. Flow chart of algorithm
Fig.4 shows the flow chart of the algorithm. Here the
MAX-DX and MAX-DY are both equal to 30 and the
STEP is equal to 5. which is the resolution of the estimation
The variant Start-Idx is used to dynamically adjust the
boundary of effective band shown in Fig.5:
As you see in Fig.5, any MinuINlj] located outside the
band must have a dy larger than MAX-DY or smaller than
-MAX-DY. So we don’t need to count them. Because
MinulNs are sorted, Start-Idx marks the index of MinuIN
that is nearest to the topside of the effective band.

Experimentalresults

We conduct an experiment to test the speed of OUT
algorithm and compare it with the traditional one. The
experiment is done on two groups of fingerprint minutiae
sets. One is the “Small Fingerprint” with average 35
minutiae in each set; the other one is the “Big Fingerprint”
with avei-aEe 68 minutiae in each set. Each p u p has 500
fingerprint minutiae sets. Our experiment is the same for
both groups. First, we randomly select one minutiae set
from one group, then artificially add some shift (DX,DY)
to it, then find the matched set in its group and their
hanslation. Both our algorithm and the traditional one give
the right answer, but their speeds are quite different. Test is
done on a PC Pentium III 733MHz. Table 1 shows the
result:
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